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ABA/LSD SEVENTH CIRCUIT REGIONAL AWARD WINNER

R.I.P. Honor Code
by Sally Schalk

and Joe Taylor

And we wonder why the axiom of
the day is: "I don't want to get
involved.'' I'm not fond of throwing
myself out to the W(llves or beginning
my sentences with ' 'and,' ' but certain
events have prompted me to toss
caution to the wind. I earnestly hope
that Joe and I will not be zapped with
the threat of a lawsuit for our stance
on this issue, but if we are, at least we
will have the small consolation of
knowing that the action we took was of
our own volition.
Our Honor Court Presenters were
recently threatened with a lawsuit if
they did not sign a document stating
that Allison Nichol, a first year
student, was the victim of ''blatant.
untruths'' in the recent Honor Court
investigation of allegations made following the last final exam period. Ms.
Nichol was cleared of any formal
charges against her, as were the other
students involved. It is obvious that
Ms. Nichol waived any confidentiality
right in this matter when she allowed
this document, which said that the
undersigned would agree that she ''is
above reproach,'' to be conspicuously
,.,placed in the glass case in the law
school lobby, for all to read. The
administration's refusal to comment
amounts to a condonation of litigation
- happy students using such lousy
tactics.
It is unfortunate, in our opinion,
that the presenters signed this statement. In fact, they signed it only

GOLDBERG
TO SPEAK
Arthur J. Goldberg, who has
served as Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court of the United States,
the Permanent Representative of the
United States to the United Nations
with the rank of Ambassador, and
Secretary of Labor, will speak in the
Great Hall of the Student Union,
Friday April 2 at 12:00 noon for the
Law Day Luncheon.
Justice Goldberg was born in
Chicago, Illinois, on August 8, 1908,
the son of Joseph and Rebecca
Goldberg. Hereceived his elementary
education in Chicago public schools
and was graduated from Benjamin
Harrison High School in 1924. Mr.
Goldberg attended Crane Junior College, a branch of the City College of
Chicago. He received a Bachelor of
Science in Law degree in 1929 and
Doctor of Jurisprudence in 1930 from
Northwestern University. He was
Editor-in-Chief of the lllinois Law
Review.
In 1929, Mr. Goldberg was admitted to practice before the lllinois bar.
He qualified for practice before the
Supreme Court of the United States in
1937.
Mr. Goldberg was General Counsel
of the Congress of Industrial Organization (CIO), 1948-1955, and United
Steel Workers of America, 1948-1961.
He was Special Counsel for the_
AFL-CIO, 1955-1961. He also was
Legal Advisor to several international
unions.
continued on page three

''under the gun,'' and apparently
insisted that a clause to that effect be
added to the document. What is more
unfortunate is that anyone in their
position would prudently have done
the same thing. The administration
apparently made it clear that they
would not get involved in any way,
and standing alone, tliree students
can hardly be chastised for declining
to leave themselves open to the
possible disastrous consequences of a
civil suit against them at this very
early and financially unstable point in
their careers. That such a threat be
wielded against these individuals,
who were merely acting as conduits of
an obviously faulty Honor Code
procedure, is appalling. It is no small
surprise that at least one of these
presenters has resigned from the
post.
Apparently Ms. Nichol and her
attorney believe that an investigation
should not have been conducted when
Honor Court members were presented
with allegations of Honor Code violations recently. If this is the position
Ms. Nichol and counsel wish to take, I
cannot believe they could solicit any
seriously considered support. Are we
to believe that future Honor Code
implementation should not take place
for fear of serious threats against its
officers? I cannot believe that Honor
Code presenters and judges should be
subjected to such harassment merely
for conducting an investigation, which
is not only their right, but their official

duty! Of what value is a system
designed to uncover violations of the
Honor Code if the possibility of
lawsuits bar their every move in the
preliminary stages of discovery?
These investigations are not analogous in nature to arrest - and this
particular investigation did not amount to a false arrest. Furthermore,
the evidence gathered did not lead to
convictions - the charges were dropped.
If Ms. Nichol thinks she has
suffered lasting stigma because of this
incident , let her seek redress through
the right channels. The constructive
and proper action should be limited to
an attempt to change the Honor Code
policy and procedure as presently set
out. The fact that students accused of
Honor Code violations must continue
to explain such notations on their
records after they have been cleared
of charges is a fault of the policy, not
of the students who implement it. I
believe many students, presenters
included, would be in favor of
considering such a change. The ''out
for old number one approach'' taken
by Ms. Nichol is neither beneficial to
students nor warranted.
The philosophy behind the Honor
Code is one which is based on our
ability as students to police ourselves.
One reporting a possible violation has
his conscience, peers and own fallible
powers of observation to contend with .
- must he also carry the tremendous
burden of potential lawsuits against

fellow students and himself as well?
The consequences of ·such actions
becoming commonplace are frightening and endless.
The faculty and administration's
hands-off policy in regard to the
recurring Honor Code problems
should end with t his incident . It is
obvious that we are no longer capable
of policing ourselves . Imagine the
situation had the presenters refused
to sign the statement! Granted, this is
precisely the result Ms. Nichol and
her attorney were banking on - it
doesn't take a finely honed legal mind
to reach that conclusion. However, it
is a gross absurdity that these
presenters should have to bow to such
pressure when they were adhering to
the procedures we have all impliedly
consented to support by enrolling in
this institution.
Until the Honor Code policy is
officially changed, we have no right to
alter procedures or fail to comply with
its provisions. The presenters obviously knew this, and were merely
honoring the Honor Code, however
flawed it may happen to be. What
these individuals have been lorcea to
do is outrageous, and amounts to far
more than a signature on a page. It is
a sad commentary on all of us tliat this
issue will undoubtedly die a quick
death among students, student organizations, faculty and administration,
killing the Honor Code and everything
it stands for as well.

Bumpkin Held in Contempt
Silence filled the courtroom and the
comoetitors were tense while they
awaited the judgement of the judges
Then the third judge glared directly at
Richard (Cookie) Cook and declared,
"You sir, are in contempt of this
court! I find you to be a country
bumpkin!" Astonished at such a
charge, team 17 from Valparaiso
stared at the bumpkin in surprise,
since he had not opened his mouth
even once during that Round. (His big
mistake was in removing his coat
jacket.) Such were the conditions the
Valparaiso Mock Trial Team found at
the recent Regional Mock Trial Competition held in Dayton, Ohio.
The 1982 National Mock Trial Team
consisted of Tonatzin Garcia, Kathy
Gerken, and Colleen Gunder as one
team, and Richard Cook, Doug Johnston, and Mike Troemel as the other
team. Professor Richard Stevenson
spent many hours coaching the team
and with the aid of Judge Russell
Willis, they succeeded in the monumental task of producing a very
capable and competitive team. Prof.
Stevenson when asked how he felt
about the 1982 Team, replied, "The
main purpose of the competition was
reached by students - having an
excellent experience. The students
were astute at picking up good
·suggestions and rejecting bad ones.''

After months of preparation and
work, within a few short hours at the
competition, the team was not only
told they were bumpkins, but they
discovered to their dismay, that had
they spent five months writing a script
instead of preparing a civil trial, they
would have fared better in the
competition. Even with the disappointments during the competition,
the members of the 1982 Mock Trial
Team are pleased with their performances .
Members of the team began preparing their cases for trial shortly
after the try-outs were held in
September. The case was civil in
nature and involved a will contest.
Much of the preparation consisted of
developing witness examinations,
evidentiary arguments for and against
the admissibility of certain pieces of
evidence, practicing opening and
closing statements, and arguing the
preliminary motions in the case. The
competition was governed by the
Federal Rules of Evidence and the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure for
uniformity and fairness.
Each of the members feel that they
ahave learned a great deal from their
experience. But a closer look might
reveal some of the deeper insights
gained from the competition. "I felt
dismayed that neither judges nor
opposing counsel knew the rules. But

then, I guess that just reflects the reai
world. All in all, I enjoyed being on
the team,'' commented Tonatzin
Garcia.
Pondering the memories of the
competition, Doug Johnston remarked, "Bumpkins should never go
to the big city.'' He also stated that he
felt that the experience of participating on the team was worth all the
work. Richard (Cookie) Cook, in
retrospect, k1Pned that ''One should
not make objections, since it might
put the judge on the spot ... and
another very important thing I learned
was that one should wear his coat at
all times, so he does not end up in
contempt of ~ourt! '' Cookie also said,
''It was all worthwhile because of the
experience I gained, and it gave us all
a chance to work together. The
opportunityto spend a lot of time doing
trial work and evidence problems
helped us improve our techniques.''
Kathy Gerken said, "It was well
worth the many hours spent preparing. We !eam~d the value of being
thoroughly prepared for a trial and t~~
6enefit of having experienced, sharp•
minds, in this situation, namely those
of Prof. Stevenson and of Judge
Willis, upon which to draw in preparing for trial.'' Colleen Gunder said,
''The five months we spent learning
the process of preparing a cas~_ for
continued on page four
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Student Caught Between a Rock
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and a Hard Place
To the Editor:
I'm sorry, you are no longer eligible
for a Guaranteed Student Loan. We
are very sorry but there is no more
financial aid available. To the law
student these two sentences contain
facts that would virtually end a law
career before it got started. Admittedly, not all students will be affected
by a change in GSL eligibility or in the
limited resources to be found in the
financial aid sector, but there is a
large class of students who will be
affected. As I happen to be in this
affected class, my primary concern
has become whether I will be able to
continue law school or drop out
because I will not be able to afford
the tuition.
· A recent Chicago Tribune article
reported President Reagan's advice to
students affected by cuts in financial
aid. The President's advice was that
students work to earn their way
through school. What about those
already working but still not eanling
enough? The President's answer was
to work harder. What a relief! I have a
job as a legal intern. The salary from
that job coupled with some financial
aid just might get me through my last
year.
Perhaps a clerking job will help me
and others in my situation to afford
law school. Ironically though, Valpo
has a rather dim view of student
clerking. The policy behind this view
is somewhat obscure, but it manifests
itself in at least two ways. First is the
administration's interpretation of the
Indiana Student Practice Rule. Valpo
says to be certified you must be
enrolled in the clinic course. No other
law school in Indiana interprets the
rule in a way which requires enrollment i.'-1 a clinic course. If a law

student has the chance to gain
practical experience while getting
paid for it why must he or she also
enroll in clinic? A job, classes, plus
clinic would use up more hours than
there are in a day. Something would
have to give. For those like I who can
not do without a job, clinic would have
to go and along with clinic, certifica. tion, and along with certification goes
any hope of gaining practical experience.
''I will not tolerate any choice
between job and school.'' This is the
second way in which the anti-clerking
policy manifests itself. It is a complete
intolerance that some professors have
to any and all possible conflicts that
might arise between a job and school
activities. Admittedly proponents of
the view have a reasonable argument
in that a student's primary purpose in
law school is to go to class. I agree
totally. But this argument should not
apply with the same force to conflicts
which arise that do not involve time
devoted to class. The trouble is that
the intolerant view does not differentiate between scheduled class time
and out of class time. Under this view
the job is secondary at all times and in
all circumstances. What happens
when to stay in school one needs a
job? What has priority then? School or
job? A policy which has absolute
intolerance to these considerations is
in itself unfair and unjust. Law School does not operate in a
vacuum. Clerking jobs are no longer a
luxury, they have become a necessity
for some. Whatever the reasons that
once existed behind Valpo' s clerking
policy, they are now obsolete and
unfair when compared to the present
economic situation. It is time they
. were changed.
by Scott Duerring
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Take Advantage of Law Week
When Spring Break ends, Valparaiso University School of Law students will be faced with another law
week. Last year, attendance was poor
at most of the scheduled events, even
though the quality of the speakers,
etc. was high. Popular thought at. that
time attributed the poor attendance to
lack of enthusiasm and lack of money.
This year's calendar of events looks
better than ever. Delta Theta Phi has
brought in a very popular speaker to
debate corporate accountability with
some corporate big-wigs. Phi Alpha
Delta and BALSA plan to bring a
noted Indiana attorney to VUSL to
discuss the bar exam and the Latino
Law Society will sponsor a debate
between Judge Leitsinger and Professor Bodensteiner. WLSA and the
International Law Society also have
interesting programs in the works.
The Delta Theta Phi Faculty Roast
is always a great time. The admission
is low and drinks are plentiful and
cheap . .Last year, DTP "made" less
than $20 on the roast. The Law Day
Luncheon promises to be the best
recent memory. Former Associate
Justice Aurther Goldberg has consented to be VUSL's law day speaker.
Hearing what this man has to say
about the legal profession should be a

m

bargain, no matter what the price.
Finally, the annual Barrister's Ball,
held in its usual place, should be
better, too. The reason is that this
year, the SBA has promised to get a
real band - one that plays songs we
know and love. Also, most of the
faculty has expressed interest in the
Ball. It will be a welcome change to be
able to socialize with the faculty (and
the rest of the student body, for that
matter, in the light of the infrequent
SBA bashes).
The point of all this is to build
some enthusiasm for Law Week. Let's
all take advantage of wliat is being
offered. Let's put our studies on the
back burner for a day or two and enjoy
life.
With a new law building in the
offing it is especially important that
we show support for our school to
watchful alumni and potential backers. If we aren't enthusiastic about
activities here, no one else will be,
and there's reason to be enthusiasticLaw Week offers something for everyone. Let's face it, how many times can
you see a former justice of the
Supreme Court and our beloved
faculty roasted in the same 24-hour
period? Show up at the Law Week
events, you won't regret it!

The Forum
Editor-In-Chief
Executive Editor
News Editor
Photographer
Cartoonists

Joseph Taylor
Sally Schalk
Susan Hay
Dan Granquist
Dan Avila
Dan ZaJac
Lynette Morrison
Dave Heidorn

Typesetter
Writer Emeritus
Staff Writers

Deb Wlldhage, Paul Barnett, VIc Fltz, Beth
Daush, Peggy Stamper, Colleen Gunder.

Cheers And Jeers ~
Those Evil Doors
Dear Editor,
Sure an' there must be some
powerful fearsome hobnobs, gremlins, spooks and betes-noires, that the
administration has wisely seen fit to
always keep the east entrance 10Wesemann Hall locked. The Good
Lord knows what all manner of Satanic
slime and whelps of the Devil might
slink in on the heels of poor, freezing
law students. And a good thing it be,
too, that the likes of 'em wouldn't
think to come in by the north or west
entrance! So, a brace of ''cheers'',
straight from the Bronx, for those
responsible for keeping that door
locked!
(The finger to those students probably all 1-L's - who, finding the
door negligently left ajar, enter and
allow the door to slam shut and lock
again!)
Tu-El

CHEERS
To every organization
planning some sort of presentation
during Law Week.
Maybe VUSL
is a real law
school after all.
JEERS - To the SBA for having a party
in a bar that closes at midnight.
CHEERS - To the SBA for finally
acknowledging that there is a noise
problem in the library. It's about
time.
·
CHEERS · To the SBA for finally
sponsoring another party. Too bad the
beer ran out.
JEERS- To the University Administration for allowing GTE to ream the
University. The University's cowardly stance on the pay phone issue is
typical of many University positions.
Let's hope provsisions are made for
the new law building to have a telephone hook-up with the rest of the
world.
CHEERS - to the new seminar
room interior decorator, whose
artistry h:9!lOreg frg_f_._ QQ.~ ~<:\ hi~
~famous pacing - and cheers to the
prof, for being the good sport that he
is.
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To the Editor
This letter was prompted by the
recent actions (or inactions) taken by
the Readmissions Committee of the
faculty. The committee is made up of
four faculty members and one SBA
appointed student member. It screens
petitions for read-'llission of students
who are "ldiudgPd a<'lHi"'micallv deficier.t.The committee may decide to
readmit the student.
If the vote
is 5-0 or 4-1 in the student's favor
he is readmitted. Any other commit~ee vote is subject to faculty reVIew upon a 60 per cent majority
In that
to rehear the petition.
case, the committee's vote is vacated
and the student's petition is heard
de novo.
A vote by the faculty
If the faculty decides
is final.
not to hear the petition. the
committee's decision is final.
It is apparent to me that only one,
adjective fully and completely describes the decisions of the Readmissions Committee earlier this semester: arbitrary. As far as I can tell,
there isn't one common thread which
links all of them together. Consequently, no one can be sure of the
factors which are taken into account
by the committee. The committee is
not called upon to justify its decision,
even to the student whose future
weighs in the balance. It is true that
the committee can point to the sub-par
grade of one who is denied readmission and say ''That and that alone is
sufficient justification. ' ' Yet, if that is

the case, why even provide for the ~ade requirPment is the cost involved
ffor the student, Lcth financially and
petition process in the first place?
Presently, the Law School requires emotionally. After three semesters, a
its students to maintain averages of 68 student has invested approximately
at the end of the first year, 69 after $8,000 in his legal education. Hurdthree semesters, and a 70 at the end of ling the 68 barrier at the close of the
two years and thereafter. There are first year seemingly should ''buy'' all
students another year ot legal educamany good reasons, I think, for
eliminating the requirement of a 69 tion. If a student falls below a 70
average in the middle of the second average after three semesters, he is
on notice that he must raise it to a 70
year.
The first. and rr.r.st Cl)mpelling, is by the end of the second year in order
that we are well intc• the spdng to remain in school. Thus, the student
can decide if he wants to invest an
semester before student petitions are
additional semester's work in this
disposed of. This wa~ evident this
attempt.
semester. A couple of students did not
The emotional hardships also
know whether they would be readmitted a full month after school weigh against the present system. It
began. One could have been diligently 1s not unreasonable, in my view, for a
student who is petitioning for readstudying throughout that time only to
mission to stop school work altogether
be denied readmission. If anything, it
until the Readmission Committee has
is unfair to string students along for
rendered a decision. If readmitted,
this length of time, whether or not
then, this student must make up a
they are readmitted.
great deal of work. Thus, a student
One might attempt to support the
may have to perform the major task of
long wait by pointing to the fact that
boosting his average to a 70, from one
grades are not all posted until at least
which is presumably at this point
the third week in January and,
therefore, neither committee nor stu- · below 69, with the big disadvantage of
having to play "catch-up." Such
dents know until then if a petition is
scenario would not occur if the
necessary. However, this fact only
determination of academic deficiency
militates in favor of eliminating the
was postponed until the end of the
mid-year review. In addition, it also
second year.
provides another reason why the
Finally, there are some administrafaculty ought to follow its own grading
tive hassles which could be avoided. A
deadlines.
student denied readmission after 3
A second justification for eliminasemesters must begin a ''running·ting the post-third semester minimum

around" process. He must obtain
refunds for tuition and books; make
the necessary arrangements to move,
which might include selling furniture,
etc. ; probably break a lease, which
will cost him the security deposit. If
the mid-year requirement of a 69
average were eliminated, there would
be no refunds to obtain; moving
arrangements would coincide with the
normal sequence of events at the end
of the school year; leases would
generally expire around this time and
therefore a security deposit would not
be forfeited.
There are many reasons, then,
which favor dropping the post-three
semester 69 average requirement.
The primary disadvantage lies in the
fact that it may well be over a month
into the following semester before a
student's petition is acted upon. This
creates undue emotional hardships. In
addition, the financial investment by
this time is great and warrants letting
the student himself decide if he
wishes to retum·for a fourth semester.
Some administrative hassles could be
avoided also.
Finally, in light of the fact that only
a few students ever find themselves in
the position of having to petition for
readmission, I do not think it would be
any loss to the reputation of the school
to allow them another semester. Each
student in this case has much more at
stake then whatever the Law School
could muster up.
Paul Barnett

Heidorn Reports on Bar Exam in Indy
By Dave Heidorn

Justice
Goldberg
to Speak Here
frorr1 one
During World War ll he served as
Special Assistant with the rank of
Captain and Major in the Office of
Strategic Services.
He is the author of articles in
American legal publications and journals of opinion, and the author of
several books, including AFL-CIO:
Labor United," "The Defenses ot
Freedom: The Public Papers of Arthur
J. Goldberg," and "Equal Justice:
The Warren Era of the Supreme

Court.''
Justice Goldberg was Charles
Evans Hughes Professor, Woodrow
Wilson School, Princeton University,
1968-69; Distinquished Professor,
School of International Relations,
Columbia University, 1969-70; and
University Professor of Law and
Diplomacy, American University,
1971-73.
He is married to Dorothy Kurgans,
an artist; they have two children, a
daughter, Mrs. Barbara Cramer, a
social worker in Chicago, and a son,
Robert M. Goldberg, an Alaska
lawyer.
Justice Goldberg is now practicing
law in Washington, D.C.

Taking the February Indiana Bar
Exam is, more than anything, an
endless array of winter evenings filled
with the painful droning of law
professor voices on blaring tape and a
matching black on white drone of
outlines that seemed to come to me
most vividly in startling nighttime
dreams of legal paradigms.
More and more as the exam drew
nearer I would wake suddenly near
morning, sweating and hidden totally
under blankets as close as I could get
to the bottom of my bed trying to hide
from the first grey light of morning
that would come too soon and pass too
quickly to adequately arrange my day
between the worrying and the impossible task of knowing everything the
taped voices the night before told me I
must know.
Then the legal thought, so clearly
put in the fact situation of my dream,
would slide away back into my
subconsciousness like any other
dream or nightmare too uncomfortable to carry on the tip of my memory
throughtout the day. Forgetting would
free me to read the paper over
breakfast and put off the foot-high
stack of outlines that I had ambitiously
placed in colored file folders and
stacked in neat read and unread piles
on either side of my desk.
The tapes finished, a few days of
putting it all together having flown by
like any other reading period before
an exam with much accomplished but
still never enough done in time, slots
that could have been more judiciously
spent, it was time to slide down to
Indianapolis, and Indianapolis seemed as much a part of the bar exam as
the questions.
·The eighth largest city in the United
States, planners seemed to have
forgotten that it _is supposed to be a
city. The desk clerk at my hotel told
me that I would find places to eat at
night downtown. I drove around for
about an hour and found nothing.
Later someone who knew Indy told me

tangle that could easily hold six or
that I could find a few good places if I
seven high school basketball courts
was willing to spend $15 on a meal. I
side-by-side. It was filled with rows of
wasn't.
long folding tables with simple folding
Indy is a business city. They've tom
chairs all facing the front of the room
down what looks to be a large portion
and covered with white paper table
of the city and built up a bunch of
cloths, the kind the Ladies' Aid uses
medium sized sky scrapers that are
at church suppers. Egyptian figures
nice to look at from a distance, if you
that attempt to recreate the art of the
like boxes, but offer nothing on the
Pharoahs' tombs somewhat annoyingground level to make being in Indy
ly decorate the front wall. Everytime I
worth anything. Then they seem to
looked up from writing I thought of
have made every street a one-way
Anwar Sadat and then of sudden
mini-expressway so that people are
death.
either zooming as fast as they can
Bar examiners sit in chairs in the
through town or annoyed at getting
front on a little raised platform and
stopped by a light.
talk pretty much out loud throughout
Being in Indianapolis gave me the
the exam. Middle-aged ladies pass
same feeling that I had on a day I
out exam booklets. When you're
spent wandering around East Berlin
finished the questions in one booklet,
in 1974. Evidence of the heavy
you go to the washroom to relieve
bombing during World War ll was
yourself of all the coffee you drank in
still widespread in empty, weed
infested plots of land that stood
the morning and splash yourself with
water to try and. stay awaKe, come
between modem buildings, old boardback, sit down and raise your hand so
ed up buildings, destroyed shells of
someone will come over and give you
old churches, and a few old buildings
another book.
put to some quiet, uncommercial use.
Some people sit for a whole four
The only difference in Indianapolis is
hour session and write constantly but
that ~orne of the empty lots are used
my kidneys aren't that large and I
for parking cars.
never did want to know that much law
Indianapolis is an urban planner's
anyway.
nightmare, a city forsaken for the
As to the questions themselves, I'll
suburbs for the good reason that there
leave their memory to the backwashes
seems to be no good reason to be
of my memory. Too often, as it is, I'll
there.
get flashes of baffling bar exam
The highlight of the bar exam was
questiol)s that come streaking throu~h
its location at the Shriner's Marat
my mind, usually at times when I m
Temple. It's a beautifully gaudy and
involved in some pleasure seeking
ornate structure hung with chandeactivity, leaving me with a blank look
liers and covered in white plaster
of despair and a renewed belief in the
moldings of endless ornamental
concept of original sin.
shapes and patterns. Windows are
Then I'll think of a bar examiner
colored glass. Mirrors hang all over
sitting at a small town restaurant with
the place. The floors of the steps and
other members of the bar, all eating
walls are white marble. Lounges are
breakfast before court, with tears in
casually littered with old, comfortable
his eyes from laughter as he tries to
stuffed furniture. The only thing I
read aloud the creative writing I did
missed were Shriners standing around
oh the Trusts question amidst the loud
in their red fezzes warming up thick
Harley Electro-glides, scooters and
guffaws of his friends. Bringing a
little cars. We should have been given
little humor into the lives of smalla parade.
town lawyers is reward enough for
The room where the exam was
me. Besides, I didn't want to practice
in Indiana anyway. ·
given is a large, high-ceilinged rec-
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Mock Trail

VU CA ES
by Beth Daush
"Luckily I just injured him," Laurie
Sandlin, now 38, said. Her father was,
and is, an alcoholic. 14 Up until 15
years ago he thought he fell and shot
himself,'' she added. Lau.- ie,s brother
also became an alcoholic; her sister
pushed drugs; and at various stages of
La~e' s life she was hooked on speed,
marned to an alcoholi~ , or attempting
suicide.
Sandlin's story was one of several
recounted during an ' 'Alcohol i -\wareness" meeting held Wednesday and
Thursday of last week. These lectures
were just a few of the events during
"Alcoholic Awareness Week," and
sponsored by a newly founded campus
organization called VU Care: the
Valparaiso University Committee on
Alcliol Responsibility and Education.
VU Care is made up of v alpo
students, many of whom have been
faced with alcoholic problems in their
own lives.
Care believes that people must
become knowledgeable in this widespread problem in order to deal with
the disease inteelegently. Also, because it has been determined that 80
per cent of college students drink and
one out of ten of these people have a
problem with this drug people must
be educated before a pr~blem starts or
gets progressively worse.
Along with becoming familiar with
a person's own problems CARE is
there to help those with family
problems. ''A lot of students have to
return to a home where there's an
alcoholic, or they might be experiencing problems right here on campus,'' VU CARE member Jackie Stone
said at the meeting. "We're here to
offer assistance and support for
anyone who needs it.''
Once the problem is in the open the
problem can be dealt with, leaving the
real problem being the acceptance of
the disease. "If you don't think it's
d~ing anything to you, you are already
blinded by the drug. The next step
from here with problem drinkers is
dependence '' said Dave Dannison a
counselor ~n the problem at the
Michigan City Care Unit of Michigan
City Hospital. Alcohol is a drug that is
the third largest cause of death in the
United States. There are many organizations that are willing to help anyone
that asks for it. Becoming aware of the
problem and where one can get help is
VU CARE's main objective in their
awareness week.
Sandlin, who is now a subst~ce
abuse counselor at Porter-Starke Services, Inc., attributes her success to
years of therapy, the most beneficial
of w~ch :was Alcoholics Anonymous.
Testrmomals of such sucess continued
throughout the lectures.

cmitinued from page ·one
''I've been in Al Anon for 12 years
and it saved my life," Peg Weinhold
wh?se husband is a recovered al~
~olic and former VU professor, said.
I learned acceptance through AI
Anon .. I learned that I can only live my
own I!fe, and try to be more understanding S!ld ~~cepting of every other
human beillg ·
Ston~, whose father is a rOC?vered
alcoholic, also stressed the rmportance of counseling centers such as AI
Anon and VU CARE. "It's hard to
love so~eone when everything about
them disturbs you. AlA Teen gave me
:ruppo_rt and t,~ught me that alcoholism
18
an illness.
Perhaps .the s~ddest point about
pro~l~m drinkers IS the torment their
f~es ~ust endure d~g their
s~c~~ss · . The whole !amily becomes
Sick,
swd Dr: Bnce Rohrer, a
reforme.~ alcoholic and drug user, and
added, They <:annot ~e. unaffected ...
The undeservmg VIctrms deserve
some help too.''
Disillusionment becomes another
pr?blem ~th alcohol and.' 'each of us
t~s w~ re the except10n because
yve re ~!fer~nt. N~ne of us are
rmmune, swd Dannison.
Another problem with alcoholism is
t~at people do not realize that it is a
bwchermcal problem that is hereditary within families. Anyone can
be~ome ~ alcoholic but weakness in
usillg. this drug are passed down
genetically and these people cannot
handle t~e drug. Acc?rding to Dr.
Rohrer, If one parent Is an alcoholic
o?e out of fo~ children will inherit the
di~ea~e and 1f the other parent has a
drinkll:g problem the number will
then nse.
Beyond the body being adversely
affected by alcohol, the mind is also
changed. ''Alcohol produces chemically induced insanity,' ' said Dr.
R?hrer when explaining w~at the drug
~ do to an abusers mmd. These
a~tmns stem from depression and a
sick person thinking he can do things
wh~n a<:tu~y they are !lot safe when
he Is ~g. One ~ctwn that many
problem drinkers believe they can do
wh~n ~k.is a ~~jor cause of death.
This act10n Is drivmg a car.
At the end of the lecture members
of
CARE ur~~d. all interested in
seeking help or JOmillg VU CARE to
contact them or any other member.

t~al required a tremendous amount of
trme ~d effort, but the end result and
expenence has proven invaluable ''
''It, ,was definitely a good experlence'
was the reaction of team
m~m~~r' .Mike Troemel. Mike also
s~nd, . Be~g on the team was a good
e~ercis~ ill how to lose.
I am
disappoillted for Prof. Stevenson as
much as I am for myself. I also learned
never to be a 'country bumpkin, in th
furture.''
e
Many individuals helped the team
~r~paz:e throughout the year by partlcipatillg as witnesses and judges.
Those ~>n. the team extend their deep
appreciatiOn to all those who helped.

You deserve a break today at the '
V.U. Union.
'
The Union offers a wide variety of
activities to give you a well deserved
break from the hum drums and ho
hums.
Picture a large lounge. Relax with a
hot cup of coffee or cocoa and a
friendly chat.
The Union's recreation room challenges you with a variety of video
games. Match your wits against the
computer.
How about a little friendly competition? ~balk up the ole pool cue and
play eight ball. Loosen up those wrists
for some foos ball. Move the court
inside for a slamming game or two of
table tennis or roll a strike at the
Union's bowling alleys.
Outdoor sportsman can rent cross
country skis. Outdoor opportunities
don't stop o? campus; skiing, hiking,
and other tnps are sponsored through
the Union.
Intramural sports including basketball, football and vplleyball and other
team sports get you into the team
spirit, "all for one and one for all".
The Union also offers student
discount tickets for County Seat Mall
theaters. Academy award nominations are out; make your choices for
best picture, best actor ....
. If a student needs to get away, bus
tickets to the Windy city are also
available at the Union. Take in a
Broadway show, go shopping or have
lunch in a real restaurant.
So if you need a break check out the
V.U. Sudent Union.

Guild Serves Valpo
The Valparaiso Guild, with memfrom all over the United States,
VISited the University this past weekend for the_ir 50th Spring Convention.
The Guild's main priority is to
su~port_ the work of this Christian
umversity by donating money for
whatever needs the university has at
that time. Over the years the Guild
has built Guild Hall lecture hall in
Nells Science Center' and the Brandt
Campanile Bells by the chapel. To this
date the Valparaiso Guild has donated
nearly ~3 .million to. th~ University.
At this trme the Guild IS working to
raise the money pledged for six
racquetball courts to be built in the
ne~ ~illtop Spo~s Complex Center.
This Is one building addition that will
benefit everyone at Valparaiso University by providing a place to play the
popular sport of racquetball.
The Guild has an ongoing commitment to keep high the quality of
stu~ent~ and faculty at Valparaiso
Unive~sity: By giving money for
financial wd, the Guild believes that
~ong with Valparaiso's solid standing
ill the acadermc world, the University
will be able to compete for top quality
students, and keep the superior staff
which Valparaiso has grown accustomed to.
b~~s
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Tuesday March 30:
DTP - At 9 am in the Courtroom,
Eugene N. Chipman, former judge of
the Indiana Court of Appeals will
lecture on Preservation of the Record
for Appeal and will make general
comments on Appellate Advocacy.
Latino Law Society - Debate between
Professor Bodensteiner and Judge
Leitsinger.

By Joe Taylor

l'

Friday March 26:
DTP Svmposium - "Corporate Accountability." Mark Green, who ran
the largest consumer lobby in Washington, D.C., is the author of the
Corporate Democracy Act. He is
s~heduled to debate Larry Curtis of
Frrestone. Mr. Curtis was involved in
the ''Firestone 500'' litigation. Reception to follow.

Monday March 29:
WLSA Presentatiou - Employment
discrimination.

Real Estate
Practice Institute

The Valparaiso University School of
Law will be host to a two day institute
on Real Estate Practice in Indiana on
March 11 and 12. The institute,
sponsored by VUSL, the VUSL Alumni
Association, the Indiana State Bar
Association, and the Indiana Continuing Legal Education Forum (ICLEF),
will be held in the Great Hall located
in the student union.
The institute was developed to
acquaint lawyers with new techniques
and innovative concepts used in the
practice of real estate law. Recent
restriction on financing, federal subdivision controls and other federal
rules, recent case law and the new tax
cut have made complex even the most
ordinary ~r_ansactions. Safeguards and
preventive stategies will be presented
to help overcome the traps and pitfalls
that await the uninformed practitioner.
The panel of the ICLEF institute is
composed of fifteen of Indiana's most
respected professors, counselors, and
appellate court judges. VUSL students
will recognize most of the panel
members, in particular, Prof. Charles
Gramley, Prof. Bruce Berner, Assoc.
Dean Farago, Adjunct Prof. Alan S.
Morrisson, Jack Lawson, Hon. Robert
Staton, Hon. Wesley Ratliff, Jr. and
Prof. Douglas Kmiec of Notre Dame.
All VUSL students are encouraged
to attend this institute. More information concerning this worthy event can
be found on Nancy's bulletin board.

On March 4th, PAD is sponsoring a
pane£ discussion on the exclusionary
rule. Panelists will include Prof. Bruce
Berner and Judge James Letsinger of
the Lake Superior Court, and Dean
Ehren, as moderator, will lead the
discussion. The discussion will begin
at 7:00pm in the Courtroom, with a
reception following the program.

Wednesday March 31:
~rnational Law Society Presenta-

Within the
pastlounge
two weeks
the
telephone
in the
has 'J)een
stolen twice by persons unk6own.
Follwing the first theft, Dean Farago
donated an extra phone to replace the
missing one. This second phone now
has also been taken, sometime between the evening of March 1 and the
next morning. There are no extra
phones to replace it.
At the meeting of March 2, the SBA
agreed to purchase a new, wallmounted phone. It also unanimously
passed a motion ''warning that the
person(s) responsible for the thefts if
discovered, will be prosecuted if the
telephones are not returned by March
22." In addition, the Executive Board
encourages all persons with information regarding this matter to disclose
it to any Board member. Their names
will be kept confidential.

co-sponsored by Delta Theta Phi and ABA/LSD

Friday March 26--Debate and Reception
MARK GREEN, noted consurner advocate, lobbyist,
Congressional watchdog and forrr1er

Nader's

Raider will debate Corporate Accountability

Delta Theta Phi Faculty Roast
Friday, April 2 at 7:00 p.rn.

lAM Union Hall

Corr1e and see Marcia and Ivan get Broiled
by Burn 'err1 Bruce and others

Party! Party! Party! Party! Party!
In the absence of any conflicts with
other organizations, the Social Committee will have an April's Fool Party
on Thursday, April 1, 1982. The
details as to where and for how long
have not been ironed out as of yet.
However, part of the festivities hopefully will include electing King and
Queen Fool and having a Dancing
Fools contest. Any other suggestions
would be greatly appreciated.
Friday April 2:
Luncheon - Great Hall 12pm Speaker Former Associate Justice Arthur
Goldberg. Menu: Sirloin steak, baked
potatoe, broccoli with cheese sauce,
tossed salad, rolls, cheesecake with
cheeries. Students and faculty: $5.50 '
others: $9.50.

DTP Faculty Roast - At the lAM Union
(Near Tony's Saddle Shop on Route
30) at 7:00pm. Roastees - Marcia
Gienapp and Ivan Bodensteiner.
Roastmaster - Bruce Berner. Panel
Selected students and faculty. Tickets available after break.
Saturday April 3:
Barrister's Ball - Serbian Hall. Cocktails: 6-7pm. Dinner: 7-Spm. Dancing:
8:30-12am. Menu: Beef, Roast Chicken, Polish Sausage, green beans,
corn, tossed salad, bread, cake (family
style). Tickets: $9.00 per person.

.-----------------------------~

NOW IS THE TIME FOR DECISION!
CALL

FOR

Corporate Acountability Symposium

Thursday Aprill:
BALSA/PAD - Attorney Julian Allen
of Gary, a member of the Indiana
Board of Bar Examiners, will discuss
the bar examination process. Room A,
7pm.

PLANE RESERVATIONS - to all areas
of the United States and all Intemationa! destinations.
DON'T PROCRASTINATE I ReseiVe
in advance and save on airline special
fares!
TRAIN TRAVEL - Request an ''rw
40'' Save money? Yes I Let us decode
for YO"!J..
HOTEL* MOTEL* AND RESORT
RESERVATIONS - Sheer luxury to
penny-pinching inns.
CRUISES - Sail on a Love Boat or
canoe on the Amazon I
CAR RENTAL - Wagons, Vans,
Sub-sub Compacts or Cadillacs.
.
GROUP TRAVEL - travel together for
discounts!
ALSO - Polar Bear Watching, Trekking the Himalayas, "Earthwatch"
expeditions, Baja Whale Watching,
Galapagos Island Trips, Kayaking in
the Artie ...

r=IV~T ~ TOLL FREE - 926-7691

Tl2AV~L C~~T~l2
219 S. Calumet. Chesterton IN

46304
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FARAGO THROWS HIS HAT IN THE RING
By Sally Schalk
John Farago has more than a wide
array of experience in legal education
and administration and a fondness for
twinkies - he has a commitment to
Valparaiso's special philosophy and
an interest in the Deanship. In a
recent Dean Search committee interview, Farago descril:ed Valpo' s attributes as including ''a collection of
people that are extraordinary and a
context for learning that is intimate
and caring." He said, "It is hard to
see these things unless you go to
another mainstream law school.''
In response to questions about
funding efforts for the new law
building, Farago said that he is not
afraid to ask people to write big
checks. He believes, "We need senior
faculty members to help with the
funding campaign.'' He said it is
essential to convey to supporters and
alumni that the school still represents
small size and unique values. He does
not think the new building will lock
Valparaiso into serious commitments
to size increases in the future, and
that the new school should accomodate from 350-450 students. ''The
planned facilities would be luxurious
for 350,'' he said.
Farago stressed that his experience
as Associate Dean and Assistant
Professor has given him an opportunity to become very familar with the
administrative and curricular workings of the school. He believes there
are "wounds to heal here," and that
communication is part of the solution.
"\Ve have trusted osmosis. Rumors
travel so smoothly that we assume the
truth does too, and it doesn't.''
Students asked Farago to describe
qualities he might bring to the job. He

said, "If you're asking me whether I'd
be the same person as the current
dean, the answer is no. But I have
tremendous respect for him. My years
working with him have been among
my best and most productive.'' Farago said he has learned a lot during
that time and that his strongest suit
may be a knowledge of ''middle
management''. He said he would not
have to learn the basics in most
aspects of the administrative process.
''I'd also give myself a B or a B- in the
workings of placement procedures,
faculty recruitment and alumni relations. (Farago didn't offer an equivalent numerical grade for himself in
these areas!)
Farago believes that he can utilize
existing structures while furthering
the spiritual commitments of Valparaiso. ''Flexibility is fundamental to
our beliefs - not an extra." He said,
''If we have an image problem, it is
that we are not known, not that we are
thought ill of. Several years ago we
did surveys and found that where we
were known, we were well thought
of.'' Farago cited Valparaiso's high
bar exam passage rate (the highest in
the state of Indiana), high percentage
of graduates finding jobs in the legal
field within six months of passing the
bar (93 per cent), and the fact that
''our people are getting a lot of
clerkships on the Indiana Court of
Appeals and in Indianapolis, and have
an incredibly good reputation,'' as
indicators of Valpo' s success in the
state.
Farago would be reluctant to make
major changes in a curriculum he
believes is favorably comparable to
most law schools. "We are the second

smallest private law school in the
country. The small student body
cannot support a large elective capacity.'' He points to our improving
business law and solid property
sequence as strengthes, adding that
the labor law sequence is as good as at
any school not offering an L.L.M.
degree. Valparaiso is also "very deep
in its jurisprudence offerings'' he
said.
Farago said that he would work to
preserve Valpo 's special characteristics. Administration involves admissions, and this is the aspect Farago is
perhaps most familiar with. He said
recruiting necessarily requires affirmative action, something Valpo is
dedicated to. He believes a stronger
support system is essential for minority students, adding that it is difficult
to strike a balance because he does
not want to misrepresent the outside
surrounding community as particularly receptive to minorities. ''Frankly, it is not. We have had difficulties
with housing, among other things,"
he said. Farago added that Valpo is
willing to commit relatively large
amounts of money to minority recruiment, because it ties in with the
school's mission.
Farago believes there is a somewhat paternalistic attitude here on the
faculty's part, which works both to the
advantage and disadvantage of students. He said he goes through much
soul-searching when it comes to the
"open-door policy". "It is at the
least, rude, and at the worst, cruel, to
answer your phone when there's
someone in your office whose life and
future is on the line, making them
wait with a kleenex until you manage

to cut short the phone call and get
back to them.''
Regarding a dean's role as teacher Farago would prefer acting as a guest
lecturer in areas where he has
particular expertise. He believes he
would meet more people this way and
does not think that he could effectively
teach two or three regular classes per
week and commit himself fully to the
dean's activities and duties. Farago
also said he would be interested in
some type of regular student-faculty
informal get-together, ''perhaps an
institutional alcoholic indulgence, like
cheese and sherry once a month,''
(presumably not limited to alcoholic
beverages!) Farago said "Tea and
Danish'' turned into ''Brie and
Sherry'' at Harvard Law School when
the regular student-faculty get-togethers got so popular and wellknown that Cambridge ''shopping bag
ladies'' began attending and filling
their bags with enough food for the
week (cheese didn't keep that well!)
In sum, Farago's message was to
"hang together", no matter who is
chosen Dean. ••we have to care for
each other, talking and reviewing
decisions with each other. I'm wearing a triple hat here- I'm a teacher, an
administrator, and a man who is
supposed to convince you that I am a
great choice for the job. Still, I have
not forgotten my other hats in trying
to show you the latter.'' He might not
be a bad choice - and .. Brie and
Sherry'' might even turn into occasional "Hobos and Oreoshakes" for
all you junk food addicts out there ...
because although Farago told the
committee, "You can't make everybody happy,'' this reporter had a
feeling that he would certainly try.

Corr1rr1ittee Interviews
Ohio State Prof
by Joseph Taylor

be. He then said that coupling the
increased fundraising burden with the
-The Dean Search Committee has
been very busy during February. On regular duties of a dean would make
February 21, yet another of the Dean the job of Dean at VUSL a ''forbidding
task, but one which I am willing to
Candidates was interviewed by retake on.''
presentatives of various student orOn the subject of teaching, he
ganizations. Professor Michael Kinstated that the Dean of Ohio State's
dred, currently Porfessor of Law at the
law school teaches and Kindred sees
Ohio State University School of Law
•'no problems arising from that situaspent nearly two hours answering the
tion.'' The professor says he will teach
questions posed to him. if his work load permits it and he
Professor Kindred is forty-two years
hopes he will be able to teach, but his
old and has been a Professor of Law
primary responsibilities will be adsince 1971. He began his teaching
ministration and fundraising. Kindred
career at the Haile Selassie I Univerfeels that VUSL is concerned with
sity in Ethiopia where he ·was an
hiring a dean and not just another
Assistant Professor of Law from
faculty member.
1964 to 1969 and Assistant Dean from
Several students posed questions
1965 to 1967. In 1969, Prof. Kindred
on the subject of the clinic versus the
moved to Ohio where he became an
classroom method of teaching law.
Associate Professor of Law at Ohio
Kindred said that any clinic program
State Univ. He was also that school's
can be criticized because it would tend
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
to deal with narrow issues of law.
frC;m 1975 to 1978.
Since all clinic students do not work on
Professor Kindred received a B.A.
in 1960, a J.D. in 1962. and a Master the exact same cases, all such
students are not exposed to the same
of Comparative Law degree in 1964.
issues or problems. Teachers often
All three degrees were granted by the
UniversitvofChicago. In 1964, he also cannot plan what areas each student
received a Diplome d'Etudes Super· will cover. Of course a teacher can
plan the general areas to be covered,
ieures from the UDiversity of Grenbut
each case presents its own unique
oble, France.
At the interview Professor Kindred problem areas which quite likely
would be dealt with in another case.
expressed his opinion on various
On the other hand, the classroom
topics concerning the V8lp-araiso Umversity School of Law. Kindred- offers a teacher much more control.
thinks that only one part of any Dean's Teachers are able to plan exactly what
job is to raise funds. Other parts will be covered and the manner and
involve administrating, problem sol- order in which the course material will
ving, building better relations with be presented. All students in the class
will be exQOsed to the same material.
alumni, students and faculty, and a
Also, the testing and grading process
variety of other tasks. However, the
new Dean of VUSL will have to spend Is much easier for the teacher and
a larger portion of his time, in relation fairer to the individual student.
In spite of the short-comings of a
to his other tasks, in the fund-raising
area. This is due to the proposed new clinic program, Professor Kindred
stated that a clinic program is a
law center at VU.
''sensible part of a law school proKindred stated that he knows how
to raise money but he also said he has gram.'' Any weaknesses in the pronever been involved in raising large gram would be overcome by getting
amounts of money, as would be ;t he best possible teachers for the
needed by VUSL. However, the clinic program and by making sure
professor said that ''raising the Ulat each student gets as much out of
money should be very easy.'' When the program as possible. H he were to
asked why he thought it would be become Dean of VUSL, Professor
~sy, he said someone in the Univer:_ Kindred would offer a great deal of
3ity Administration told him it would support to the clinic program.

SBANEWS
By Peggy Stamper
Professor Philipp Brockington,
chairman of the Law School Planning
Task Force, presented the preliminary
plans for the new law school to the
SBA. Visual aids included floor plans
and a model of the Old Campus as it
would look with the new building. An
attempt will be made to display them
within the next couple of weeks.
The university Board of Directors
decided to build a new school rather
than add onto Wesemann Hall for a
number of reasons. First, it is
structurally impossible to build on top
of the present law school, so that any
addition would have to be outward
rather than upward. Second, the
amount of open space available is
inadequate for the anticipated needs
of the future. Third, the Board
perceived problems with the additions
being larger than the existing structure. Fourth, to build the planned 450
space parking lot would require
extending the present lot to Route 30.
This was deemed to be an unacceptable proposition. Finally, the Board
felt that the law school should be on
the Old Campus and the entire
University administration located at
1his end of the University.
The Board of Directors has alsO
mandated that Heritage Hall be used
in conjuction with this project. It
presently houses part of the Unversity
administration and is 175-200 feet
away from the site of the new law
school building. This is approximately
the distance from Wesemann Hall to
the Chapel of the Resurrection. The
proposed plans call for all student
activities and organizations other than
Law Review and the clinic to be
located in Heritage Hall. In essence, it
would become a ''Law Student
Union.''
Ground-breaking could begin as
early as Spring, 1984, although this is
unlikely. It will take approximately
one and one-half years to construct
the school. The proposed plans call for

a three story structure, a 75 per cent
larger library, 8 classrooms ranging in
size from 20 seats to 75 seats, larger
administrative offices, and the clinic
to be located within the law school.
The outside design would comport
with that of the surrounding buildings. In addition, rather than building
one large parking lot, a number of
smaller lots would be located in the
vicinity of the law school.
Thusfar, there is no student representation on the Planning Task Force.
However, Professor Brockington indicated that as plans moved closer to
finalization (following a significant
fund-raising drive) student participation would be sought. Meanwhile, if
anyone has reactions or opinions to
these plans, please let Professor
Brockington or SBA members know.
Former Supreme Court Justice
Goldberg will be our speaker at the
Law Day Luncheon on Friday, April 2,
1982. Saturday, April3rd, will be our
annual Barrister's Ball at the Serbian
Hall in Hobart. The cost of the tickets
for the Luncheon are $5.50, and for
~ the Ball are $9.00 with an extra charge
·for drinks.
Rep. Clark is going to contact the
Physical Plant concerning the installation of an exhaust fan for the Student
Lounge. Maybe we can get the smoke
clearned out in time for finals.
Rep. Pogel is the chairman of the
Election Committee. Petitions are
available until March 2 at which time
they must be turned into the SBA
office with 25 signatures to be valid.
Elections will be held the Wednesday
and Thursday, March 24th and 25th,
after we get back from spring break.
An attempt has been made to
increase the Law students contact
with the alumni by asking the Alunmi
Board to consider placing the SBA
President on it as an ex-officio
member.
The university has agreed to place
some sort of designation of our status
as law students on our identification
cards beginning next fall. Now everyone will know who we are.

THE FORUM
Committee? He sounds like a very
worthy candidate for the job. Besides
the fact that he likes to make himself
visible to the student body (unlike the
present Dean), the school could use an
administrator with a sense of humor.
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Dear 3rd Year:

Dear 3rd Year:
Why doesn't this law school teach
courses in American Indian Law or in
Sado-Masochism?
Signed,
Marlon Brando
Dear Marlon:
As for your first question, the law
school does not teach any course in
American Indian Law because the
Indians have no laws other than
survival of the fittest. Injuns are
savages who need to be segregated
from the educated and humane general populace. Why else would the
federal government round up these
animals and put them on reservations
so remote from the public? As to
S/M, although the school has no
classes specifically entitled Sado-Masochism, law students experience this
relationship every day. For example,
the students who took Evidence and
the ones who presently have Public
Law are quite adept in the fundamentals and workings of S/M. (I was
going to mention Prof. Hiller's tax
class, but I decided to give Jack a
break).
Dear 3rd Year:
I was sorry to hear that many
students failed to make the grade last
semester and were asked not to
return. In honor of their memory, I
have composed the following limerick:
An eager young lad named Joe:
Gave Valpo Law School a go;
He tried and he tried;·
But received 65's;
Now Joe is a student no mol
Signed,
#7501
Dear #7501:
Your sincerity and compassion
overwhelms me. If you don't make it
as an attorney or a writer, you can
always become a mortician.
Dear 3rd Year:
We would jointly like to take the
opportunity to thank all of the Valpo
Law students who took the time to
send us their concerned form letters
regarding cut backs in Federal loans
to graduate students. We hope you
enjoyed our form letters to you, which
in case you did not receive one, did
not say anything anyway.
Sincerely,
Dan and Dick,
U.S. Reps.
Dear Dan and Dick:
Aren't word processors wonderful?
Dear 3rd Year:
There is a certain member of the 1st
year class who, whenever he drinks,
insists on pulling his trousers down
around his ankles. This performance
has occurred at two social events thus
far this semester. What should we do
with him?
Signed,
Em-bare-assed
Dear EBA:
Why don't you submit the name of
this individual to the Dean :Search

Good day! Like we were wondering
why we can only put code numbers on
our exams, but yet we have to put our
names on our appellate briefs? This
doesn't seem fair.
Signed,
Bob and Doug
Beerbreath, Ontario
Dear Bob and Doug:
You hosers! You guys must have
back-bacon on the brain. Even if you
put code numbers on your appellate
briefs, you still have to go through
oral argument. The judges at your
argument will have your brief in their
hands and you in front of them. So
they will know who you are no matter
what. Unless, of course, you would
like to wear a bag over your head
during oral argument. You can print
your code number on the ba.e: to
maintain your anonymity. If you don't
like that, then take off! !
Dear 3rd Year:
We obviously have a problem at this
law school. Valpo discriminates against tobacco chewers. This is evident from the fact that ash trays are
provided in the classrooms, but no
cuspidores are present. We need to
encourru?e tobacco chewing as a
sensible, democratic, and soci~ble
alternative to smoking. Can we enlist
your support?
Signed,
Charlie the Chew
Dear charlie:
Absolutely not! Your argument
lacks merit. Sure, there are ashtrays
in the classrooms, but outside of
finals, no smoking is permitted in the
rooms during class. I also find the act
of spitting out chewed tobacco vulgar
and disgusting. If you feel the need to
chew, that's fine for you, and next
time you need a recepticle in which to
spit, why don't you use the ashtrays
that are in the classrooms. If you feel
that the ashtrays are unsuitable for
your '' hockers'', then try using the
big green spittoons (otherwise known
as wastebaskets) which are conveniently located in the hallways.
Dear Readers:
For all of you students in Crim Pro
and for anyone else who cares, I
thought you may find the following
story of interest. It is a true event as
reported in the Albuquerque Journal:
Berlyn Salazar filed a $250,000
lawsuit against the city of Espanola,
New Mexico, after an incident in
which, he charged, he was beaten by
police. Salazar said he required
emergency surgey after an officer
kicked him in the groin. Commenting
on the case, Espanola police chief
A.B. Valdez claimed that Salazar, in
an effort to implicate the police
department, actually kicked himself in
the groin.
So, all you readers, if you are going
on a vacation during spring break,
stay away from Espanola, New Mexico. Whatever, you do over spring
break, don't forget to enjoy yourself.
See you later,
DTY

thrown from an automobile in a most
unusual fashion. Longarm statutes
notwithstanding, this woman must
As the filthy snow melts, leaving have had the time of her life!
the ground around campus the consisThe products liability chapter with
tency of a wet sponge, it seems like a its professorial show-and-tell, providgood time to write a crisis column. ed some smart-aleck with the opporOne's time in law school is fraught tunity to ask the ever-dignified Mr.
with crises. I have often thought that Bartelt, "Where do you do your
the daytime serial creators have shopping?'' Terry wonders whether
overlooked a prime source for a new anyone ever told the beloved Louie of
soap opera. A colleague, who is much Torts that that worm was supposed to
more creative than I am, suggested a be in the tequila.
take-off on the infamous ''Dallas''
After a brief interruption to admire
called ''Malice''. I think that sounds a specimen of male pulchitrude who
like a pretty good idea. In fact, I have was passing by, Terry continues her
already created this weeks dilemma: jaunt down Memory Lane. Visions of
What will become of Terry Third Year Family Law dance in her head. She
when she leaves the cocoon of the law remebers the inimitable Kevin Scionti
school? Will she soar to unprece- and his coining the phrase ''cavalier
dented heights or will she fly into a dicta''. Terry reminds herself to use
tree?
those words in her first Supreme
Yes, folks, this episode's crisis Court brief, which will undoubtedly be
concerns Terry Third Year's nagging submitted after Mr. Scionti ascends to
insecurity, grown to epidemic propor- the position of chief Justice. "I hope
tions. Our drama opens with Terry, that they put Kevin and Bill Rehnquist
sitting down in the refurbished stu- at opposite ends of the bench,'' Terry
dent lounge, munching on a Hostess chuckles to herself.
Twinkie and sipping a cup of R. W.
Who could forget the day when Paul
Pool fuel oil. She is chatting with a Leonard made law school history
group of comrades. The topic of when he became the first student to
discussion is what each of them will be receive a hearty round of applause
doing after graduation. The career from his classmates for his ''I was
prospects are pretty exciting, if yet a there'' rendition of the Dayton school
bit uncertain. Terry is plagued by a desegregation case? Classes are so
worry that has been with her all year. much more relevant when they have
''What is it going to be like without all that personal touch.
of these characters in the real world?''
Extra-curricular activities were
As she pops the last bit of Twinkie even more uproarious than classroom
into her mouth, Terry embarks on a events. Many a beer was quaffed
nostalgia trip. Her first port of call is during the hectic first-year days;
Contracts class the week after Thanks- which seemed to spill over into the
giving. Uncle AI, the Kiddies' Pal, second year days; the suds carried
was grilling the body politic on the students into the third year days.
mode of acceptance of an offer at an Terry shakes her head as she recolauction. An overeager offeree blmted lects the evening, in the midst of the
out, ''Twenty-five, twenty-five, do I hostage crisis in Iran when a group of
hear thirty?" He was thereby given more than slightly inebriated first
the Golden Gaval award and has since years decided to call the Ayatollah and
picked up extra money by serving as a make him an offer that he could not
part-time auctioneer.
refuse. At the time, proposing to trade
Terry smiles dreamily as she then Amy, Rosalyn, Lillian and Billy Carter
recalls the last day of her Property for the hostages seemed like a fair
class first semester. Professor Kmiec deal. Negotiations broke down, howsoberly passed out the teacher evalua- ever, when the Iranian operator asked
tion forms. He asked the class to fill for the diplomatic code. The embarasout the evaluations carefully while he sed Valparaiso ambassador mumbled
contemplated the large mortgage he that he was sorry, but his secretary,
had on his house. The students who had. the code written down, was
paused, somewhat stunned. While he out at the moment. Imagine his
held the class spellbound, he quickly surprise when the operator hung up
produced an eight-by-ten color photo on him.
of his ten-month old son. PandeCountless memories flood 'ferry's
monium broke out; Kmiec received a mind. She sits for hours as they come
ten-miniute ovation. Terry reflectively to her - some amusing, some bitterhums the Notre Dame fight song. sweet, some embarassing and some
Strains of "Louie, Louie" run just plain infuriating. She snaps back
through Terry's mind as her fantasies to reality and discovers herself sitting
propel her back to her 1-L Torts class, alone in the lounge. Her friends have
the site of so many memorable lines, disappeared, believing that she is in a
such as John Marnocha's heart rend- Twinkie trance. She pulls up her holey
ing tale about a double amputee. socks and picks up her tacky, but
Professor Bartelt's righteous indigna- sturdy, backpack and trudges up the
tion at the thought that this poor, stairs. As she proceeds down the
albeit fictional, individual was without coridor to the courtroom, she realizes
a cause of action because, ''He did not that a briefcase and a tailored suit will
have a leg to stand on,'' was truly signal progress toward a long-term
priceless. John Michael's tale of woe goal, but it will involve sacrificing
was bested only by another student's some security. Terry sighs and walks
account of how a young lady was into class late, just for old times' sake.
By Deb Wilhage
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AS THE - B~BALL BOUNCES . • •
A 1L team, the Magnetic Healers,
managed to put down their carbolic
balls long enough to master a 7-3
overall record. They made it to the
semi-finals of the Independant tourney before losing to the Rigid Bodies
38-32. In the university playoffs the
Magnetic Healers ran into the
Lambda Chi buzz saw in the second
round. Despite leading by five at half,
the Healers ended up five shy at the
final gun. The MH unit was lead by
high-scorer Jerry Hodge, guard Tim
Newhouse and their 300pound center,
Wade "Sky King" Nichols.
Steve DeHaan's Tortfeasors (last
year's Keeler Stompers) had a disappointing sophomore year, but still
managed to close with a 7-4 record.
Last year the Stompers/' feasors made
it to the university semi-finals before
losing. This year the 'feasors made it
to the final five before bowing out.
The perpetrator both years - Lambda
Chi.
The Tortfeasor' s primary weapon
this year was Mike Clark. According
to teammate Steve Holwerda, who
asked not to be identified, Mike was

By Vic Fitz
Another All-Star season has drawn
to a close for Valparaiso University's
Judicial Jocks. The law school entered
six teams into the I. M. basketball
program and each of them finished
the season on the upside of .500.
The Nocturnal Illusions, a law
school-alumni-undergraduate hybrid
lead the way. They copped their
divisional title and then surprised
everyone by winning the 36-team
Independant Championship (There
were four tournaments this year-Ind~pendant, Fraternity, Residence and
All-University).
The Illusions also
traveled the furthest in the All-University, making it to the final four
where they lost a three-point heartbreaker to Lambda Chi. The Lamb
Chops won the University Championship the following night.
Illusion players included law students Mike ''I can spike the ball and
hit th~ ceiling'' Scho~nbohm, Vic ''I
can h1t 20-footers With one hand"
Fitz, Dana ''I can hit 30-footers with
one beer'' Razzano, Greg ''Why do I
come to these games'' Porter, Dave ''I
don't go to the games when I've got
homework'' Gander, Chris ''I only
come to the playoffs" Potts, Steve "I
only come to the semi-finals" Plaia
and Tim "I never came at all':
Hinlicky.
Rounding out the Nocturnal crew
were undergraduates Mike ''Jim is
my cousin'' Donelly, Jim ''Mike is my
cousin'' Donelly, Jim ''How did a
pre-med student get on this team"
Brackmann and Valpo head baseball
coach Rick ''We were 'ferchenate'
(sic) to have him" Ferchen.
Razzano and Ferchen provided
most of the scoring during the season,
routinely pumping in shots from the
backcourt stratosphere.
The Illusions ended the season with
an 11-2 record, best among the law
school teams.

"Mr. Offense." (Sorry Steve, but I
needed filler material.)
While this basketball season was an
overall law school success, it did bring
an unfortunate end to the BARD
dynasty of past years. During the
previous two seasons the BARD boys
had been 29-1, winning the All-University Championship in 1980 and
losing in the 1981 finals. This year was
a different story. The BARD basketbailers first lost Eugene Parker, their
All-American wiz from Purdue.
Parker was declared ineligible under
new I. M. rules. Then two other BARD
oldtimers, Charles Pinkston and Jim
Canonie got a better offer to play with
BALSA (free T -shirts). After that
things just weren't the same. BARD
reportedly had a winning record, but
they apparently called it a season
when the playoffs began.
The other half of the old BARD
connection fared better, finishing 9-2
under the BALSA logo. They nabbed
their divisional title during the regular
season and rode a well-balanced
attack to the quarter-finals of the
All-University tourney before losing to
the Phi Delts 52-46.

That leaves just one more team to
discuss, the Hoorahs. We're not
saving the best or the worst for last,
its just that all of the information on
this team is all speculation. They were
all at the Gathering Happy Hour when
I was trying to get an interview. So I'll
work on rumor.
Apparently a few offensive linemen
from the BARD football team played
for the Hoorahs. Legend has it that
Jim Sarkisian, Jim Dennison and
Sarge Smelko tried to take out an
entire residence hall squad during the
playoffs with an end sweep. Despite
the criminal element on the team, the
Hoorahs did manage a 5-2 record,
thanks to the good-faith play of Roger
Burris and Dave Roseberry, as well as hot-shooting guard Paul Gilfillan. In
the only known law school v. law
school encounter this year, the Hoorahs were bounced off the court by
BALSA.
Overall, it was a very respectible
season for V. U. 's Basketball Barristers. And looking ahead to the next
year, if the Magnetic Healers can stick
together, if the Stompers/Tortfeasors
can come up with another name, if the
Nocturnal illusions can exolain what
their name means, if BALSA can
come up with free warm-ups for their
players, if BARD can come up with
some players, if the Hoorahs can come
to interviews, and if someone can
blow up the Lambda Chi house, the
law school basketball season will be
even better next season.
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By Paul Barnett

Fitz, Jim Donelly, Mike Schoenbohlm, Chris
Potts, Steve Plejia, Tim Hinlicky, Jim Brackmann,
Rick Ferchen.

Nocturnal Illusion
Dave Gander, Dana Razzano, Greg Porter, Vic
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Tortfeasors

Magnetic Healers

Hoo-Hahs

Paul Krentz, Dave Garrison, Steve DeHaan Captain, Mike Clark, John Abernathy, Steve
Holwerda, Brad Koeppen, Perry Theodore:s, Miles
Sti panovich.

Rev. T. Aingley -Captain, Jeff Thut, Tim
Newhouse_. Rocco DeGrasse, Jerry Hodge, Scott
Park, Sp1ke Lenyo, John Weihmuller, Tom
Massey.

Jim Oates, Dave Roseberry, Jim Sarkisian
Roger· Burris-Captain, Robbin Morlock, Paul
Gilfi II an, Jim Hodson, Dave Smelks.
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Play began last week in the University Intramural Volleyball Leaugues.
The Law School has two teams
entered this year, Lizard Kings and
B.~.R.D. Results of the first night of
action saw the two teams going in
opposite directions.
The Lizard Kings, made up ·of
second year students who think of
themselves as Jim Morrison clones,
chalked up three victories in their first
match.
Team manager Doug Ulmer discounted the importance of the fact
~hat the opponents never showed up. ·
'We would have rolled over them
anyway,'' Ulmer is reported to have
stated. "Also," he said "these
victories symbolize what we ~s a team
have lived by for a long time. We'll
take it any way we can get it.''
On the other hand, B.A.R.D. was
not as fortuitous in their first match.
The team dropped their first match of ,
the year to some unknown team. The
scores were 8-6, 15-4, 12-6. The
1eagues have instituted a new format
this year which includes a referee for
the match and a 10 minute time limit ,
per game. This latter development
explains the "incomplete" scores of
two of the three games.
Team spokesman Steve Holwerda

TYPING SERVICE ·

Two experienced recently retired
legal typists will give you prompt
~ (f~ c1l ,q~;t_
accurate service on your papers,
__ .•-+-' ••. • ..
h ·
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·
p~ ~~ ~~·
reports, tests or
ssertabons,
~- ~ o.U. ~
regardless of size of paper or
~ ,~ . . .
number of pages.
expressed his disappointment with
~ (1-t
the results of the first match but
~ ~ ~ ~~~
Phone 462-0139
stated optimistically, ''the team will
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
do better as the season progresses
or 462-4625
and by the end, we'll be where we
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' s h o u l d be." However, based on early
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